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Why Don't I Feel Good Enough?Routledge, 2018

	
		Why Don’t I Feel Good Enough? Using Attachment Theory to Find a Solution offers a guide to how early emotional bonds affect our adult relationships and how psychological theory can help us to find the origin and solution to a number of life’s problems.

	
		Bringing a wealth of therapeutic experience and...
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Intimacy: Clinical, Cultural, Digital and Developmental PerspectivesRoutledge, 2018

	
		Intimacy: Clinical, Cultural, Digital and Developmental Perspectives applies a contemporary, psychoanalytic lens to the many facets of intimacy between people, from romantic and sexual relationships, to friendliness, as well as the ways intimacy is mediated by new digital technologies.

	
		Identifying...
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Spatial Microeconometrics (Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance)Routledge, 2021

	
		Spatial Microeconometrics introduces the reader to the basic concepts of spatial statistics, spatial econometrics and the spatial behavior of economic agents at the microeconomic level. Incorporating useful examples and presenting real data and datasets on real firms, the book takes the reader through the key...
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Engineering MathematicsRoutledge, 2017

	Now in its eighth edition, Engineering Mathematics is an established textbook that has helped thousands of students to succeed in their exams. John Bird's approach is based on worked examples and interactive problems. Mathematical theories are explained in a straightforward manner, being supported by practical engineering...
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The Death of Christian Britain: Understanding secularisation, 1800-2000Routledge, 2009

	The Death of Christian Britain examines how the nation’s dominant religious culture has been destroyed. Callum Brown challenges the generally held view that secularization was a long and gradual process dating from the industrial revolution. Instead, he argues that it has been a catastrophic and abrupt cultural revolution...
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Passing Your Weak Subjects: You are much better than you think! (Routledge Study Guides)Routledge, 2008

	Do you have a weak subject you just have to pass?


	Ideal for students of any subject, this highly accessible and practical study guide gives you quick and easy strategies to help you make decisive progress in the subjects you find difficult or uninteresting, leaving you free to concentrate on the subjects you love.

...
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Evidence-based Ayurveda: Defining a New Scientific PathRoutledge, 2019

	
		This groundbreaking work calls for the overhaul of traditional Ayurveda and its transformation into a progressive, evidence-based practice.

	
		This book begins by looking back at the research of the last three centuries, Indian medicinal plants, and Ayurveda in a twenty-first-century context. The first part of this book...
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Good Style: Writing For Science and TechnologyRoutledge, 2006
Explains the tactics that should be used to write technical material - ranging from reports to manuals - in a coherent, readable style. It discusses in detail choice of vocabulary, phrasing and sentence structure; each piece of advice is supported

In seminars and workshops over the past 40 years, I have had the good fortune to be able to...
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Engineering ScienceRoutledge, 2020

	
		Engineering Science is a comprehensive textbook suitable for all vocational and pre-degree courses in engineering, being fully in line with the latest vocational courses at Level 2 and leading into Level 3. Taking a subject-led approach, engineering students will find the essential scientific principles necessary for their...
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Information and the History of Philosophy (Rewriting the History of Philosophy)Routledge, 2021

	
		In recent years the philosophy of information has emerged as an important area of research in philosophy. However, until now information’s philosophical history has been largely overlooked.

	
		Information and the History of Philosophy is the first comprehensive investigation of the history of philosophical...
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Encyclopedia of Ancient Natural Scientists: The Greek Tradition and its Many HeirsRoutledge, 2009

	The Encyclopedia of Ancient Natural Scientists is the first comprehensive English language work to provide a survey of all ancient natural science, from its beginnings through the end of Late Antiquity. A team of over 100 of the world’s experts in the field have compiled this Encyclopedia, including entries which are...
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Viking Silver, Hoards and Containers: The Archaeological and Historical Context of Viking-Age Silver Coin Deposits in the Baltic c. 800–1050 (Routledge Archaeologies of the Viking World)Routledge, 2019

	
		It is widely accepted that the Viking Age (c. 800–1050) stimulated the development of long-distance, regional and local trade and exchange networks. The clearest archaeological evidence for these contacts is mainly in the form of silver artefacts predominantly found in hoards in Northern and Central Europe – the Baltic...
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